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darkside chronicles had a lot going for it, and a lot of that
had to do with the atmosphere of the game. in the game,
the tension is almost palpable, but the resident evil games
don't provide any leeway for the player to "feel" the
tension. if you're in a tense situation, you're tense and the
tension is immediate. that's a perfect way to deliver the
experience, but darkside chronicles can't rely on the same
model. darkside chronicles is a light gun game, and the
tension is built with light guns. that tension is so palpable,
that there are times where i can't help but tense up my
trigger finger. but, for whatever reason, the tension doesn't
translate as well to the resident evil games. if i'm tense, i'm
not tense enough. the lack of tension in the resident evil
games is immediately apparent. in fact, when it comes to
the story and narrative, darkside chronicles feels more like
an interactive novel than a resident evil game. it's not a bad
thing, in fact it's a very good thing. darkside chronicles is a
cohesive narrative, but it is also a cohesive experience. the
game tells its own story, and the plot is consistent
throughout. every level of the game is linked to the next
and the backstory is all tied together, and the characters
are well written and engaging. chronicles puts a real
emphasis on character development, a point that has been
lacking from the franchise's most recent entries. the game
is even made up of a single continuous story, as opposed to
the episodic structure of darkside chronicles. as such, the
narrative is a cohesive whole and the story is built up to a
satisfying conclusion. the game also succeeds in providing a
compelling narrative that is believable and consistent.
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in 2004 a new resident evil game was released, this time in
an action format called "resident evil outbreak" it had
players working as part of a swat team clearing out a

biohazardous lab. it featured a different game engine and a
different premise. it featured a much smaller cast and a
more action heavy gameplay mechanic. after that the

resident evil series struggled to recapture that same fear
feeling and atmosphere that the original games had,

culminating in the release of resident evil 7: biohazard in
2017. this was a spin off game based around a series of

haunted houses, this game featured a large scale zombie
outbreak and a more traditional game mechanic. as for the
old school survival horror games, well thats a tough one. i
would say the games that come to mind are the umbrella
chronicles game for the ps2. this game is a remake of the
original resident evil game, but in a rather limited scope. it
only features the first 3 chapters of the game, while also
being a limited edition. this game was released as a ps2
exclusive in japan, and was never localized to western
markets. it featured an original story, a new graphics
engine, and the same game mechanic of the original

"resident evil" game. it is not a direct remake of the original
game, but its a direct sequel to the game. this game was
released in 2001. i've already mentioned that darkside

chronicles takes the tropes of the resident evil franchise
and runs with them, and its effects are even more evident

in chronicles. the story is episodic, from the very first to the
last segment, and each section relates to the others. the

two resident evil games' episodic design work well with the
episodic structure of darkside chronicles. the premise is
that the antagonists are dead, but the toxic biological

organisms they left behind still occupy the world, and the
player must fight them while traversing the abandoned
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resident evil facilities. chronicles provides a cohesive
experience that is more than just a collection of the stories
from both resident evil games, although it is a collection of
stories. as such chronicles feels more cohesive than any of

the previous resident evil games despite its episodic
structure. it helps that the stories of both games are tied
together, and that the settings of the games are similar
enough that they both feel like they belong in the same

world. 5ec8ef588b
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